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Abstract

Compatible schemes localize degrees of freedom according to the physical nature of the underlying
fields and operate a clear distinction between topological laws and closure relations. For elliptic problems,
the cornerstone in the scheme design is the discrete Hodge operator linking gradients to fluxes by means
of a dual mesh, while a structure-preserving discretization is employed for the gradient and divergence
operators. The discrete Hodge operator is sparse, symmetric positive definite and is assembled cellwise
from local operators. We analyze two schemes depending on whether the potential degrees of freedom
are attached to the vertices or to the cells of the primal mesh. We derive new functional analysis results
on the discrete gradient that are the counterpart of the Sobolev embeddings. Then, we identify the two
design properties of the local discrete Hodge operators yielding optimal discrete energy error estimates.
Additionally, we show how these operators can be built from local nonconforming gradient reconstructions
using a dual barycentric mesh. In this case, we also prove an optimal L2-error estimate for the potential for
smooth solutions. Links with existing schemes (finite elements, finite volumes, mimetic finite differences)
are discussed. Numerical results are presented on three-dimensional polyhedral meshes.

1 Introduction

Engineering applications on complex geometries can involve polyhedral meshes with various element shapes.
Our goal is to analyze a class of discretization schemes on such meshes for the model elliptic problem

− div(λ grad p) = s, (1)

posed on a bounded polyhedral domain Ω ⊂ R3 with source s ∈ L2(Ω). For simplicity, we focus on homo-
geneous Dirichlet boundary conditions; nonhomogeneous Dirichlet/Neumann boundary conditions for (1) can
be considered as well. We introduce the gradient and flux of the exact solution such that

g = grad p, φ = −λ g, div φ = s. (2)

In what follows, p is termed the potential. The conductivity λ can be tensor-valued, and its eigenvalues are
uniformly bounded from above and from below away from zero.

Following the seminal ideas of Tonti [33] and Bossavit [6, 7], compatible (or mimetic, or structure-
preserving) schemes aim at preserving basic properties of the continuous model problem at the discrete level.
In such schemes, the localization of the degrees of freedom results from the physical nature of the fields: po-
tentials are measured at points, gradients along lines, fluxes across surfaces, and sources in volumes (in the
language of differential geometry, a potential is a (straight) 0-form, a gradient a (straight) 1-form, a flux a
(twisted) 2-form, and a source a (twisted) 3-form). Moreover, compatible schemes operate a clear distinction
between topological relations (such as g = grad p and div φ = s in (2)) and closure relations (such as φ = −λ g
in (2)). The localization of degrees of freedom makes it possible to build discrete differential operators pre-
serving the structural properties of their continuous counterpart. Thus, the only source of error in the scheme
stems from the discretization of the closure relation. This step relies on a so-called discrete Hodge operator
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whose design is the cornerstone of the construction and analysis of the scheme (see, e.g., Tarhassari et al. [32],
Hiptmair [26], and more recently Gillette [25]). For the numerical analysis of compatible schemes, we refer to
the early work of Dodziuk [18] (extending ideas of Whitney [35]) and Hyman and Scovel [28], and to more
recent overview papers by Mattiussi [30], Bochev and Hyman [5], Arnold et al. [3], and Christiansen et al. [12].

Although it is not always made explicit, an important notion in compatible schemes is the concept of
orientation; see Bossavit [6, no 1] and Kreeft et al. [29]. For instance, measuring a gradient requires to assign
an inner orientation to the line (indicating how to circulate along it), while measuring a flux requires to assign
an outer orientation to the surface (indicating how to cross it). Discrete differential operators act on entities
with the same type of orientation (either inner or outer), while the discrete Hodge operator links entities with
a different type of orientation. Therefore, in addition to the primal mesh discretizing the domain Ω, a dual
mesh is also introduced to realize a one-to-one pairing between edges and faces along with the transfer of
orientation. For instance, outer-oriented dual faces are attached to inner-oriented primal edges, and so on.
The primal and dual mesh do not play symmetric roles. The primal mesh is the one produced by the mesh
generator and is the only mesh that needs to be seen by the end user. This mesh carries the information on the
domain geometry, boundary conditions, and material properties. The dual mesh is used only in the intimate
construction of the scheme, and, in general, there are several possibilities to build it.

Section 2 introduces the classical ingredients of the discrete setting, namely the de Rham (or reduction)
maps defining the degrees of freedom and the discrete differential operators along with their key structural prop-
erties (commuting with de Rham maps, adjunction of gradient and divergence). Then, following Bossavit [7,
no 5] and Perot and Subramanian [31], we introduce two families of schemes depending on the positioning of
the potential degrees of freedom. Choosing a positioning on primal vertices leads to vertex-based schemes,
while choosing a positioning on dual vertices (which are in a one-to-one pairing with primal cells) leads to
cell-based schemes (the terminology is chosen to emphasize the salient role of the primal mesh). Both the
vertex- and cell-based schemes admit two realizations (yielding, in general, distinct discrete solutions), one
involving a Symmetric Positive Definite (SPD) system and the other a saddle-point system. Each of these four
systems involves a specific discrete Hodge operator. Except in some particular cases (orthogonal meshes and
isotropic conductivity) where a diagonal discrete Hodge operator can be built in the spirit of Covolume (Hu
and Nicolaides [27]) and, more recently, Discrete Exterior Calculus (Desbrun et al. [16]) schemes, the discrete
Hodge operator is, in general, sparse and SPD. A natural way to build this operator is through a cellwise
assembly of local operators. In what follows, we focus on the two cases where the assembly is performed on
primal cells, namely the vertex-based scheme in SPD form and the cell-based scheme in saddle-point form.

Sections 3 and 4 are devoted to the analysis of the vertex-based scheme in SPD form. Section 3 develops an
algebraic viewpoint. Firstly, we recall the basic error estimate in terms of the consistency error related to the
lack of commuting property between the discrete Hodge operator and the de Rham maps. Then, we state the
two design conditions on the local discrete Hodge operators, namely, on each primal cell, a stability condition
and a P0-consistency condition. Then, under some mesh regularity assumptions, we establish new discrete
functional analysis results, namely the discrete counterpart of the well-known Sobolev embeddings. While only
the discrete Poincaré inequality is used herein (providing stability for the discrete problem), the more general
result is important in view of nonlinear problems. Finally, we complete the analysis by establishing a first-order
error estimate in discrete energy and complementary energy norms for smooth solutions in Sobolev spaces. A
similar error estimate has been derived recently by Codecasa and Trevisan [15] under the stronger, piecewise
Lipschitz assumption on the exact gradient and flux. We close Section 3 by showing that the present vertex-
based scheme fits into the general framework of nodal Mimetic Finite Difference (MFD) schemes analyzed by
Brezzi et al. [8].

Section 4 adopts a more specific viewpoint to design the local discrete Hodge operator on polyhedral meshes
with planar primal faces using a dual barycentric mesh. The idea is to introduce local reconstruction functions
to reconstruct a gradient on each primal cell. Examples include Whitney forms on tetrahedral meshes using
edge finite element functions and the Discrete Geometric Approach of Codecasa et al. [13, 14] using piecewise
constant functions on a simplicial submesh. An important observation is that we allow for nonconforming local
gradient reconstructions, while existing literature has mainly focused on conforming reconstructions (see, e.g.,
Arnold et al. [3], Back [4], Buffa and Christiansen [10], Christiansen [11], Gillette [25], and Kreeft et al. [29]).
We first state the design conditions on the local reconstruction functions, following the ideas of Codecasa and
Trevisan [15], and show that the local discrete Hodge operator then satisfies the algebraic design conditions of
Section 3. This yields first-order error estimates on the reconstructed gradient and flux for smooth solutions.
We also show that the present scheme fits into the theoretical framework of Approximate Gradient Schemes
introduced by Eymard et al. [23]. Finally, we prove a second-order L2-error estimate for the potential; to our
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knowledge, this is the first result of this type for vertex-based schemes on polyhedral meshes.
Section 5 deals with the design and analysis of cell-based schemes, first under an algebraic viewpoint and

then using local flux reconstruction on a dual barycentric mesh assuming planar primal faces. Our theoretical
results are similar to those derived in §3 and §4 for vertex-based schemes. The cell-based schemes fit the unified
analysis framework derived by Droniou et al. [21], so that they constitute a specific instance of mixed Finite
Volume (see Droniou and Eymard [20]) and cell-based Mimetic Finite Difference (see Brezzi et al. [9]) schemes.
Finally, we present numerical results in Section 6 and draw some conclusions in Section 7. Appendices A and B
contain the proof of some technical results.

2 Discrete setting

2.1 Meshes and degrees of freedom

The starting point is a discretization of the geometric domain Ω ⊂ R3 in the form of a primal mesh M =
{V,E,F,C}, where V collects primal vertices, E primal edges, F primal (possibly nonplanar) faces, and C
primal cells. The mesh M has the structure of a cellular complex; see, e.g., Christiansen [11]. A generic
element m of M is a closed subset of Ω which is homeomorphic by a bi-Lipschitz map to the closed unit ball of
Rk for some 0 ≤ k ≤ 3 (k = 0 for vertices, k = 1 for edges, k = 2 for faces, and k = 3 for cells). Its boundary,
denoted ∂m, is the image of the unit sphere of Rk by the chosen homeomorphism, and its interior is m\∂m. The
main properties of the cellular complex are as follows: Elements of M have disjoint interiors; the intersection
of two elements of M is a union of elements of M; the boundary of any element of M is a union of elements of
M. For A any of the sets V,E,F,C and an element m of M, we define the subset Am := {a ∈ A; a ⊂ ∂m} if
m has dimension larger than that of the elements of A and Am := {a ∈ A;m ⊂ ∂a} otherwise. For instance,
Ec := {e ∈ E; e ⊂ ∂c} and Ce := {c ∈ C; e ⊂ ∂c}, and so on.
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Figure 1: Example of primal (blue) and dual (red) meshes together with their corresponding geometric entities.
Left: primal mesh in solid lines and dual mesh in dashed lines. Right: primal mesh in dashed lines and dual
mesh in solid lines.

In addition to the primal mesh, we consider a dual mesh M̃ = {Ṽ, Ẽ, F̃, C̃}. The precise way the dual mesh
is built is only relevant in §4 and §5.2. We only require that there is a one-to-one correspondence between
primal vertices and dual cells, primal edges and dual faces, primal faces and dual edges, and primal cells and
dual vertices. This correspondence is denoted c̃(v), f̃(e), and so on; see Figure 1. In what follows, we assume
for simplicity that the conductivity is piecewise constant on the primal mesh (our results extend to piecewise
Lipschitz conductivity). We denote, respectively, λ♭,c and λ♯,c the minimal and maximal eigenvalue of λ on
each primal cell c ∈ C; the corresponding bounds on Ω are denoted λ♭ and λ♯, respectively.

Recalling that the localization of the degrees of freedom reflects the physical nature of the fields, the degrees
of freedom of the potential are attached to vertices, those of the gradient to edges, those of the flux to faces,
and those of the source to cells. The first choice is whether the potential degrees of freedom are attached to
primal or dual vertices. Once this choice is made, the localization of all the remaining degrees of freedom is
fixed. Schemes in which the potential degrees of freedom are assigned to primal vertices are called vertex-based
schemes. In such schemes, the degrees of freedom of the gradient are attached to primal edges, those of the
flux to dual faces, and those of the source to dual cells. Primal edges are assigned a fixed inner orientation,
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and, for all e ∈ E, the inner orientation of e confers an outer orientation to its dual face f̃(e). Alternatively,
schemes in which the potential degrees of freedom are assigned to dual vertices (which are in one-to-one pairing
with primal cells) are called cell-based schemes. In such schemes, the degrees of freedom of the gradient are
attached to dual edges, those of the flux to primal faces, and those of the source to primal cells. Primal faces
are assigned a fixed outer orientation, and, for all f ∈ F, the outer orientation of f confers an inner orientation
to its dual edge ẽ(f) (the mechanism of orientation transfer emphasizes the salient role of the primal mesh).

2.2 Vertex-based schemes

In such schemes, the degrees of freedom of the potential, gradient, flux, and source live in finite-dimensional
spaces denoted {V, E , F̃ , C̃}, respectively. The notation for these spaces recalls the corresponding geometric

entity, and their elements are often called cochains. The spaces V and C̃ have dimension #V (the number

of primal vertices), while the spaces E and F̃ have dimension #E (the number of primal edges). Degrees of

freedom are assigned through de Rham maps RA : SA(Ω) → A with A ∈ {V, E , F̃ , C̃} with

∀v ∈ V, (RV(p))v := p(v), (RC̃(s))c̃(v) :=

∫

c̃(v)

s, (3)

∀e ∈ E, (RE(g))e :=

∫

e

g · τe, (RF̃ (φ))f̃(e) :=

∫

f̃(e)

φ · ν f̃(e), (4)

where τe is the unit tangent vector to e fixing its inner orientation and ν f̃(e) is the unit normal vector to f̃(e)

whose orientation is given by τe. The domain SA(Ω) of the de Rham map RA can be specified using (broken)
Sobolev spaces. To avoid technicalities, we leave them undefined and simple assume that the de Rham maps
act on smooth enough functions; see, e.g., Zaglmayr [36].

In vertex-based schemes, the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition can be strongly enforced by dis-
carding the potential degrees of freedom attached to boundary vertices and the gradient degrees of freedom
attached to edges included in the boundary; the corresponding degrees of freedom attached to dual faces and
dual cells are also discarded. For simplicity, we keep the same notation V, E , F̃ , and C̃ in what follows. The
relevant discrete differential operators are

GRAD : V → E , D̃IV : F̃ → C̃, (5)

acting as follows:

(GRAD(p))e =
∑

v∈Ve

ιv,epv, (D̃IV(φ))c̃ =
∑

f̃∈F̃c̃

ιf̃ ,c̃φf̃ , (6)

where ιv,e = 1 if τe points towards v and ιv,e = −1 otherwise, ιf̃ ,c̃ = 1 if ν f̃ points outwards c̃ and ιf̃ ,c̃ = −1

otherwise, Ve = {v ∈ V; v ⊂ ∂e}, and F̃c̃ = {f̃ ∈ F̃; f̃ ⊂ ∂c̃} (as per the above notation on sets of geometric

entities). Owing to (6), the matrices representing the operators GRAD and D̃IV are incidence matrices (their

entries are in {0,±1}). Moreover, the discrete gradient and divergence operators GRAD and D̃IV satisfy the
following classical properties, which are essential tools in the analysis of Compatible Discrete Operator schemes.

Lemma 2.1 (Commuting with de Rham map). There holds

GRAD(RV) = RE(grad), D̃IV(RF̃ ) = RC̃(div). (7)

Lemma 2.2 (Adjunction). Defining the discrete duality products

∀g ∈ E , ∀φ ∈ F̃ ,
[[
g,φ

]]
EF̃

:=
∑

e∈E

geφf̃(e), (8)

∀p ∈ V, ∀s ∈ C̃,
[[
p, s
]]
VC̃

:=
∑

v∈V

pvsc̃(v), (9)

there holds
∀p ∈ V, ∀φ ∈ F̃ ,

[[
p, D̃IV(φ)

]]
VC̃

= −
[[
GRAD(p),φ

]]
EF̃
. (10)
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Two approaches can be pursued for the discrete Hodge operator, either building H
EF̃

λ : E → F̃ , which leads
to the SPD system: Find p ∈ V such that

−D̃IV · HEF̃

λ · GRAD(p) = RC̃(s), (11)

or building H
F̃E

λ−1 : F̃ → E , which leads to the saddle-point problem: Find (p,φ) ∈ V × F̃ such that
{
H

F̃E

λ−1(φ) + GRAD(p) = 0,

D̃IV(φ) = RC̃(s).
(12)

Since in general H
EF̃

λ 6= (HF̃E

λ−1)−1, problems (11) and (12) lead to different discrete solutions (see, e.g.,
Gillette [25]). We also observe that (11) is a finite volume scheme on the dual mesh (also called vertex-
centered finite volume scheme), since there is one unknown per dual cell and the mass balance is expressed
on dual cells. Similarly, (12) is a mixed finite volume scheme on the dual mesh. For simplicity, we neglect
quadrature errors on the source term s and take RC̃(s) on the right-hand side of (11) and (12).

2.3 Cell-based schemes

In such schemes, the degrees of freedom of the potential, gradient, flux, and source live in finite-dimensional
spaces denoted {Ṽ, Ẽ ,F , C}, respectively. The spaces Ṽ and C have dimension #C (the number of primal cells),

while the spaces Ẽ and F have dimension #F (the number of primal faces). Degrees of freedom are assigned

through de Rham maps RA : SA(Ω) → A with A ∈ {Ṽ, Ẽ ,F , C} acting similarly to (3)-(4). The relevant
discrete differential operators are

G̃RAD : Ṽ → Ẽ , DIV : F → C, (13)

acting similarly to (6). Enforcing the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition does not entail discarding
degrees of freedom, but the discrete gradient operator explicitly accounts for the boundary condition on dual

edges touching the boundary. Moreover, the discrete gradient and divergence operators G̃RAD and DIV satisfy
commuting and adjunction properties similar to those stated in Lemmata 2.1 and 2.2.

As for vertex-based schemes, two approaches can be pursued for the discrete Hodge operator, either building
H

ẼF

λ : Ẽ → F , which leads to the SPD system: Find p ∈ Ṽ such that

−DIV · HẼF

λ · G̃RAD(p) = RC(s), (14)

or building H
FẼ

λ−1 : F → Ẽ , which leads to the saddle-point problem: Find (p,φ) ∈ Ṽ × F such that
{
H

FẼ

λ−1(φ) + G̃RAD(p) = 0,

DIV(φ) = RC(s).
(15)

Since in general HẼF

λ 6= (HFẼ

λ−1)−1, problems (14) and (15) lead to different discrete solutions. We also observe
that (14) is a finite volume scheme on the primal mesh (also called cell-centered finite volume scheme), since
there is one unknown per primal cell and the mass balance is expressed on primal cells. Similarly, (15) is a
mixed finite volume scheme on the primal mesh. As above, we neglect quadrature errors on the source term s
and take RC(s) on the right-hand side of (14) and (15).

2.4 Designing the discrete Hodge operator

In both vertex- and cell-based schemes, the key point is the design of the discrete Hodge operator, each
choice leading to a specific scheme. In some particular situations, such as orthogonal meshes and isotropic
conductivity, a diagonal discrete Hodge operator can be built for all schemes (11) to (15). For instance, for
the vertex-based scheme (11), a natural choice is

(HEF̃

λ )f̃(e),e =
1

|e|
∑

c∈Ce

|f̃(e) ∩ c|λc, ∀e ∈ E, (16)

(with an arithmetic average of the conductivity), while for the cell-based scheme (15), a natural choice is

(HFẼ

λ−1)ẽ(f),f =
1

|f |
∑

c∈Cf

|ẽ(f) ∩ c|
λc

, ∀f ∈ F, (17)
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(with an harmonic average of the conductivity). Moreover, a simple choice is HF̃E

λ−1 = (HEF̃

λ )−1 for the vertex-
based scheme (12) and H

ẼF

λ = (HFẼ

λ−1)−1 for the cell-based scheme (14).
In general situations (non-orthogonal meshes or anisotropic conductivity), it is possible to design discrete

Hodge operators that are sparse and SPD. A general way to proceed is to assemble local discrete Hodge
operators defined at the cell level. It turns out that the assembly of the operators H

EF̃

λ and H
FẼ

λ−1 is to be
performed on primal cells, while that of HF̃E

λ−1 and H
ẼF

λ on dual cells. In what follows, we focus on assembly on
primal cells (on which the conductivity is constant, or, more generally, smooth), that is, on the vertex-based
scheme (11) and the cell-based scheme (15). We now devise design conditions on the local discrete Hodge
operators to analyze the two resulting schemes.

3 Analysis of vertex-based schemes: algebraic viewpoint

In this section, we focus on the analysis of the vertex-based scheme (11). Recall that the relevant discrete

differential operators are GRAD : V → E and D̃IV : F̃ → C̃, while the relevant discrete Hodge operator is
H

EF̃

λ : E → F̃ . Since the operator H
EF̃

λ is, by construction, SPD, it is meaningful to consider the following

discrete norms: For all g ∈ E and all φ ∈ F̃ , recalling the definition (8) of the duality product
[[
·, ·
]]

EF̃
,

|||g|||2λ :=
[[
g,HEF̃

λ (g)
]]

EF̃
, |||φ|||2λ−1 :=

[[
(HEF̃

λ )−1(φ),φ
]]
EF̃
. (18)

Owing to the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality, we infer

[[
g,φ

]]
EF̃

≤ |||g|||λ |||φ|||λ−1 . (19)

The norms defined in (18) are discrete counterparts of the so-called energy and complementary energy norms,
defined, for all g, φ ∈ [L2(Ω)]3, by ||g||2λ :=

∫
Ω
g · λ g and ||φ||2λ−1 :=

∫
Ω
λ−1φ · φ.

3.1 Consistency error

p ∈ SV (Ω) g ∈ SE(Ω) φ ∈ S �F
(Ω) s ∈ S �C

(Ω)grad div−λ

p ∈ V g ∈ E φ ∈ �F s ∈ �CGRAD �DIV−H
E �F

λ

RV D1 RE D2 R �F D3 R�C

Figure 2: Tonti diagrams for the exact problem and the vertex-based scheme (11).

The Tonti diagrams for the exact problem and the discrete scheme are linked through the de Rham maps
as shown in Figure 2. Owing to Lemma 2.1, the diagrams D1 and D3 are commutative, but this is (in general)
not the case for D2. This lack of commutation produces a consistency error. This fact has been recognized in
the seminal work of Bossavit [7, no 3] and Hiptmair [26]; see also Codecasa and Trevisan [15].

Lemma 3.1 (Basic error bound). Let g be the exact gradient and φ be the exact flux. Let g be the discrete
gradient and φ the discrete flux resulting from (11). Then, provided RE(g) and RF̃ (φ) are well-defined,

max(|||RE(g)− g|||λ, |||RF̃ (φ)− φ|||λ−1) ≤ |||⌊λ, R⌉(g)|||λ−1 , (20)

where ⌊λ, R⌉ := H
EF̃

λ RE − RF̃λ is the commuting operator for diagram D2 of Figure 2.

Proof. For completeness, we sketch the proof. Owing to the commuting properties of Lemma 2.1,

RE(g)− g = GRAD(RV(p))− GRAD(p) = GRAD(RV(p)− p),

D̃IV(RF̃ (φ)− φ) = RC̃(div φ)− RC̃(s) = 0,
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where p and p, respectively, stand for the exact and discrete potentials. The adjunction of gradient and
divergence of Lemma 2.2 then yields

[[
RE(g)− g,RF̃ (φ)− φ

]]
EF̃

= 0. (21)

Moreover, a direct calculation shows that

RF̃ (φ)− φ = −RF̃ (λ g) + H
EF̃

λ (g) = ⌊λ, R⌉(g)− H
EF̃

λ (RE(g)− g). (22)

Applying the discrete duality product
[[
RE(g)− g, ·

]]
EF̃

to (22), using the definition of the discrete norm |||·|||λ
and (21), we obtain |||RE(g) − g|||2λ =

[[
RE(g) − g, ⌊λ, R⌉(g)

]]
EF̃

. Using the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality (19)
yields the bound on the discrete energy error. The other bound is obtained similarly.

3.2 Local discrete Hodge operators and their properties

•v1 • v2

• v3

• v4•
v5

c1

c2

e1

e2

e3

e4

e5

e6

•

•

f̃c1(e6)

f̃c2(e6)

f̃c1(e1)

f̃c1(e5)

Figure 3: Geometric entities for local discrete Hodge operator.

As discussed in §2.4, the discrete Hodge operator HEF̃

λ can be built by a cellwise assembly of local discrete
Hodge operators attached to primal cells. Let c ∈ C. Letting Ec := {e ∈ E; e ⊂ ∂c}, we define, for all e ∈ Ec,
the dual subface

f̃c(e) := f̃(e) ∩ c, (23)

and consider the set F̃c := {f̃c(e); e ∈ Ec}; see Figure 3. The local de Rham maps REc
: SE(c) → Ec and

RF̃c
: SF̃ (c) → F̃c, defined for smooth enough functions in c, are such that, for all e ∈ Ec,

(REc
(g))e :=

∫

e

g · τe, (RF̃c
(φ))f̃c(e) :=

∫

f̃c(e)

φ · ν f̃c(e), (24)

where the unit normal ν f̃c(e) is consistently oriented by τe. Local degrees of freedom in c for the gradient and

the flux belong to the spaces Ec and F̃c, respectively, both of dimension #Ec. We introduce the local duality
product

∀g ∈ Ec, ∀φ ∈ F̃c,
[[
g,φ

]]
EcF̃c

:=
∑

e∈Ec

geφf̃c(e). (25)

The assembly of the operator HEF̃

λ takes the form

H
EF̃

λ =
∑

c∈C

P
∗
E,c · HEcF̃c

λ · PE,c, (26)

with local discrete Hodge operators HEcF̃c

λ : Ec → F̃c, while PE,c : E ∋ g 7→ gc := PE,c(g) ∈ Ec is the (full-rank)
map from global to local degrees of freedom on edges and P

∗
E,c its adjoint. We observe that the summation

in (26) accounts for the fact that dual faces are shared by various primal cells. The two properties to be
satisfied by the local operators HEcF̃c

λ are the following: For all c ∈ C,

(A1v) [Stability] HEcF̃c

λ is symmetric positive definite, and there is η > 0 such that, for all g ∈ Ec,

ηλ♭,c|||g|||22,Ec
≤
[[
g,HEcF̃c

λ (g)
]]

EcF̃c
≤ η−1λ♯,c|||g|||22,Ec

, |||g|||22,Ec
:=
∑

e∈Ec

|f̃c(e)||e|
(
ge
|e|

)2

. (27)
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(A2v) [P0-consistency] Introducing the local commuting operator ⌊λ, R⌉c := H
EcF̃c

λ REc
− RF̃c

λ, there holds,
for all G constant in c, ⌊λ, R⌉c(G) = 0.

Since (26) yields
[[
g,HEF̃

λ (g)
]]

EF̃
=
∑
c∈C

[[
PE,c(g),H

EcF̃c

λ PE,c(g)
]]

EcF̃c
for all g ∈ E , summing (A1v) over

mesh cells and recalling the definition (18) of the discrete energy norm, we infer

ηλ♭|||g|||22,E ≤ |||g|||2λ ≤ η−1λ♯|||g|||22,E , |||g|||22,E :=
∑

c∈C

|||g|||22,Ec
. (28)

Moreover, (A2v) transforms the result of Lemma 3.1 into the following tighter error bound.

Lemma 3.2 (Tighter error bound). Let [P0(C)]
3 be spanned by piecewise constant functions on the primal

mesh. Then, provided RE(g) and RF̃ (φ) are well-defined,

max(|||RE(g)− g|||λ, |||RF̃ (φ)− φ|||λ−1) ≤ inf
G∈[P0(C)]3

{
∑

c∈C

|||⌊λ, R⌉c((g −G)|c)|||2λ−1,c

}1/2

, (29)

with the local norm |||φ|||2λ−1,c :=
[[
(HEcF̃c

λ )−1(φ),φ
]]
EcF̃c

for all φ ∈ F̃c.

Proof. Owing to the algebraic result of Codecasa and Trevisan [15, Theorem 9], there holds, for all φ ∈ F̃ ,

|||φ|||2λ−1 =
[[
(HEF̃

λ )−1(φ),φ
]]
EF̃

≤
∑

c∈C

[[
(HEcF̃c

λ )−1(PF̃,c(φ)),PF̃,c(φ)
]]

EcF̃c
=
∑

c∈C

|||PF̃,c(φ)|||
2
λ−1,c,

where PF̃,c acts as PE,c mapping global to local degrees of freedom on dual faces. Applying this result to

φ = ⌊λ, R⌉(g) and since PF̃,c(⌊λ, R⌉(g)) = ⌊λ, R⌉c(g|c), we infer

|||⌊λ, R⌉(g)|||2λ−1 ≤
∑

c∈C

|||⌊λ, R⌉c(g|c)|||2λ−1,c.

We conclude using the result of Lemma 3.1 together with (A2v).

Remark 3.1 (Exact solution for piecewise affine functions). Assuming that the exact solution turns out to be
piecewise affine on the primal mesh, it is clear from (29) that the solution of the scheme is the image by the
de Rham map of the exact solution. Indeed, since g ∈ [P0(C)]

3, the infimum in (29) is zero so that g = RE(g)
and φ = RF̃ (φ); moreover, owing to the Poincaré inequality (36) below, p = RV(p). This property can be used
by practitioners to verify the scheme on coarse meshes, see, e.g., Eymard et al. [23, p. 277].

3.3 Discrete functional analysis and discrete stability of the scheme

3.3.1 Assumptions on mesh regularity

When working with polyhedral meshes, a rather general way to formulate a sufficient condition on mesh
regularity is the following:

(M1) There exists a matching simplicial submesh that is shape-regular in the usual finite element sense and
that is a common refinement of both primal and dual meshes with each primal and dual cell containing a
uniformly bounded number of subsimplices.

The simplicial submesh in Assumption (M1), which appears naturally if a dual barycentric mesh is used
(see §4.1), is convenient in the convergence analysis to exploit classical techniques of finite element approxima-
tion theory. Note that within Assumption (M1), primal faces which are nonplanar are necessarily composed
of triangles. For the discrete functional analysis results derived in §3.3.2, Assumption (M1) can be avoided,
the only mesh regularity requirement being the existence of a positive real number γ such that, for all v ∈ V,

γ
∑

e∈Ev

|e||f̃(e)| ≤ |c̃(v)|. (30)

Furthermore, Assumption (M1) can also be avoided in the convergence analysis under somewhat stronger
regularity assumptions on the exact solution, see Remark 3.4.
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3.3.2 Discrete functional analysis

The discrete functional analysis results presented in this section follow the lines of Eymard et al. [22] for
finite volume schemes (see also Di Pietro and Ern [17] for discontinuous Galerkin schemes). To allow for more
generality, we consider in this section an arbitrary dimension d > 1. For a real number 1 ≤ p < +∞, we define
the following discrete norms: for all p ∈ V and all g ∈ E ,

|||p|||pp,V :=
∑

v∈V

|c̃(v)||pv|p, |||g|||pp,E :=
∑

c∈C

∑

e∈Ec

|f̃c(e)||e|
( |ge|

|e|

)p
. (31)

Assuming there is a smooth field p such that p = RV(p) and g = GRAD(p), the above norms are discrete
counterparts of the continuous norms ||p||Lp(Ω) and ||grad p||Lp(Ω)d . Owing to the Hölder inequality and since

(30) yields
∑
e∈E|f̃(e)||e| ≤ (2γ)−1|Ω|, we infer, for all real numbers 1 ≤ q ≤ r,

|||p|||q,V ≤ |Ω|
r−q
rq |||p|||r,V , |||g|||q,E ≤ ((2γ)−1|Ω|)

r−q
rq |||g|||r,E . (32)

For all p ∈ V , L0V(p) is defined as the piecewise constant function on the dual mesh such that, for all v ∈ V,
L
0
V(p)|c̃(v) := pv, and extended by zero on Rd \ ∪v∈Vc̃(v). It is clear that L

0
V(p) ∈ L1(Rd). For a function

v ∈ L1(Rd), its ||·||BV-norm is defined as

||v||BV := sup
ψ∈C∞

0 (Rd,Rd),||ψ||
L∞(Rd)

≤1

∫

Rd

v div(ψ). (33)

Recall that the discrete operator GRAD explicitly accounts for the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition
on primal edges touching the boundary.

Theorem 3.1 (Bound on ||·||BV-norm). For all p ∈ V, there holds

||L0V(p)||BV ≤
√
d|||GRAD(p)|||1,E . (34)

Proof. Owing to the adjunction property of Lemma 2.2 and the commuting property of Lemma 2.1 on the

D̃IV operator, we infer

∫

Rd

L
0
V(p) div(ψ) =

[[
p,RC̃(div(ψ))

]]
VC̃

=
[[
p, D̃IV(RF̃ (ψ))

]]
VC̃

= −
[[
GRAD(p),RF̃ (ψ)

]]
EF̃
.

Since all the components of ψ are bounded by 1, we infer, for all e ∈ E, |(RF̃ (ψ)f̃(e)| ≤
√
d|f̃(e)|, so that

∣∣[[GRAD(p),RF̃ (ψ)
]]
EF̃

∣∣ ≤
√
d
∑

e∈E

|(GRAD(p))e||f̃(e)| =
√
d
∑

e∈E

∑

c∈Ce

|(GRAD(p))e||f̃c(e)|,

whence we infer (34) by inverting the order of the summations.

An important consequence of Theorem 3.1 is the following discrete Sobolev embedding. Herein, we only
state the result, postponing the proof to Appendix A.

Theorem 3.2 (Discrete Sobolev embedding). Let d > 1. Let 1 ≤ p < +∞. Assume (30). Then, for all q
satisfying

• 1 ≤ q ≤ p∗ := pd
d−p if 1 ≤ p < d,

• 1 ≤ q <∞ if d ≤ p <∞,

there is Cp,q such that, for all p ∈ V,

|||p|||q,V ≤ Cp,q|||GRAD(p)|||p,E . (35)

In particular, the choice p = q = 2 leads to the discrete Poincaré inequality

|||p|||2,V ≤ C2,2|||GRAD(p)|||2,E . (36)
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A simple consequence of the discrete Poincaré inequality is the stability of the vertex-based scheme.

Corollary 3.1 (Discrete stability). Let p ∈ V solve (11). There holds, with C = (ηλ♭)
−1C2,2,

|||GRAD(p)|||2,E ≤ C||s||L2(Ω). (37)

Proof. Let p ∈ V solve (11). Setting φ = −H
EF̃

λ GRAD(p), there holds D̃IV(φ) = RC̃(s). Hence, using the
adjunction property of Lemma 2.2 and the lower bound in (28),

[[
p,RC̃(s)

]]
VC̃

=
[[
p, D̃IV(φ)

]]
VC̃

=
[[
GRAD(p),HEF̃

λ GRAD(p)
]]

EF̃
= |||GRAD(p)|||2λ ≥ ηλ♭|||GRAD(p)|||22,E .

Moreover, using two times the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality yields

[[
p,RC̃(s)

]]
VC̃

≤ |||p|||2,V


∑

v∈V

|c̃(v)|−1

(∫

c̃(v)

s

)2



1/2

≤ |||p|||2,V ||s||L2(Ω).

We conclude using the discrete Poincaré inequality (36).

3.4 Convergence rate for smooth solutions

We now derive from the result of Lemma 3.2 a first-order convergence result for the discrete energy and
complementary energy errors in the case of smooth solutions. In what follows, we often abbreviate A . B the
inequality A ≤ cB with positive c whose value can change at each occurrence and is independent of any mesh
size (but can depend on mesh regularity parameters and the stability parameter η).

Theorem 3.3 (Convergence rate for smooth solutions). Let g be the exact gradient and φ the exact flux. Let

g be the discrete gradient and φ the discrete flux resulting from (11). Let H1(C) be spanned by piecewise H1

functions on the primal mesh. Assume g, φ ∈ [H1(C)]3. Assume the meshes satisfy (M1). Let hM denote the
maximal diameter of primal cells. Then,

max(|||RE(g)− g|||λ, |||RF̃ (φ)− φ|||λ−1) . hM(λ
1/2
♯ ||g||H1(C)3 + λ

−1/2
♭ ||φ||H1(C)3). (38)

Proof. We preliminarily observe that RE(g) and RF̃ (φ) are well-defined since g, φ ∈ [H1(C)]3, g is curl-free, and

div φ = s ∈ L2(Ω). We estimate the upper bound in (29) where we choose G as the L2-orthogonal projection

of the exact gradient g onto [P0(C)]
3. Since λ is piecewise constant, Φ := −λG is the L2-orthogonal projection

of φ onto [P0(C)]
3. Owing to the triangle inequality, we infer, for all c ∈ C,

|||⌊λ, R⌉c((g −G)|c)|||λ−1,c ≤
[[
REc

((g −G)|c),HEcF̃c

λ (REc
((g −G)|c))

]]
EcF̃c

+
[[
(HEcF̃c

λ )−1(RF̃c
((φ− Φ)|c)),RF̃c

((φ− Φ)|c)
]]
EcF̃c

. λ♯,chc
∑

e∈Ec

|T1,e|2 + λ−1
♭,ch

−1
c

∑

e∈Ec

|T2,f̃c(e)|
2,

where we have used both bounds in (A1v) together with mesh regularity, and we have set

T1,e :=

∫

e

(g −G)|c · τe, T2,f̃c(e) :=

∫

f̃c(e)

(φ− Φ)|c · ν f̃c(e).

These two terms are estimated using classical finite element analysis tools applied on the simplicial submesh
of each primal cell. Consider first T1,e. Pick a (subsimplex) face f of c to which e belongs. Since g ∈ [H1(c)]3,

g ∈ [L4(f)]3. Using the result of Amrouche et al. [1, Lemma 4.7], let ϕe result from the extension by zero to

∂f of the characteristic function on e followed by a lifting into W
1
4 ,

4
3 (f). Observing that g −G is curl-free in

c, we infer, owing to mesh regularity,

|T1,e| . ||(g −G)|c × νf ||L4(f)2 ||ϕe||W 1
4
, 4
3 (f)

. h
1
2
c ||(g −G)|c||L4(f)3 . h

1
2
c ||g||H1(c)3 .

The bound on T2,f̃c(e) is simpler since mesh regularity yields

|T2,f̃c(e)| ≤ |f̃c(e)|
1
2 ||φ− Φ||L2(f̃c(e))3

. |f̃c(e)|
1
2h

1
2
c ||φ||H1(c)3 . h

3
2
c ||φ||H1(c)3 .

The conclusion is straightforward.
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Remark 3.2 (Estimate on the potential). Using the discrete Poincaré inequality (36), the lower bound in (28),
and the commuting property of Lemma 2.1, we infer

(C2,2)
−1|||RV(p)−p|||2,V ≤ |||GRAD(RV(p)−p)|||2,E ≤ (ηλ♭)

−1/2|||GRAD(RV(p)−p)|||λ = (ηλ♭)
−1/2|||RE(g)− g|||λ.

Hence, the right-hand side of (38) also bounds (ηλ♭)
1/2(C2,2)

−1|||RV(p)− p|||2,V .
Remark 3.3 (Verifying the regularity assumption). The regularity assumption g, φ ∈ [H1(C)]3 is satisfied if,

for instance, the exact potential sits in H2(Ω) and, more generally, if the potential is in SV(Ω) and is piecewise
H2 on a partition of Ω to which the primal mesh is conforming.

Remark 3.4 (Stronger regularity assumption). Simpler arguments can be deployed whenever g and φ are
bounded and Lipschitz, see Codecasa and Trevisan [15]. By exploiting this stronger regularity assumption,
mesh regularity can be formulated in terms of geometric requirements without resorting to the simplicial
submesh. Indeed, the terms T1,e and T2,f̃c(e) in the above proof can be readily estimated as |T1,e| . |e|hcLip(g)
and |T2,f̃c(e)| . |f̃c(e)|hcLip(φ), yielding |||RE(g − G)|||λ . η−1/2λ

1/2
♯ hM|Ω| 12Lip(g) (using |e|2hc . |c|) and

|||RF̃ (φ− Φ)|||λ−1 . η−1/2λ
−1/2
♭ hMLip(φ) (using h−1

c |f̃c(e)|2 . |c|).

3.5 Link with nodal Mimetic Finite Difference Schemes

We show in this section that the vertex-based scheme (11) belongs to the family of nodal MFD schemes
analyzed recently by Brezzi et al. [8]. We first observe that, owing to the adjunction property (10), our scheme
(11) can be cast into the following discrete variational form: Find p ∈ V such that

[[
GRAD(p),HEF̃

λ GRAD(q)
]]
EF̃

=
[[
q,RC̃(s)

]]
VC̃
, ∀q ∈ V. (39)

Let c ∈ C and let Vc := {v ∈ V; v ⊂ ∂c}. The corresponding space of degrees of freedom is denoted Vc.
Similarly to (6), we consider the local discrete gradient operator GRADc : Vc → Ec. Letting PV,c : V → Vc
be the (full-rank) map of global to local degrees of freedom on vertices, it is easily seen that the commuting
property GRADcPV,c = PE,cGRAD holds on V for all c ∈ C. Then, for all p,q ∈ Vc, we define the bilinear form

[[
p,q

]]
mfd

c
:=
[[
GRADc(p),H

EcF̃c

λ GRADc(q)
]]

EcF̃c
, (40)

which readily inherits the symmetry property of HEcF̃c

λ . Owing to the cellwise assembly of the discrete Hodge
operator and the above commuting property, the left-hand side of (39) can be rewritten as

[[
GRAD(p),HEF̃

λ GRAD(q)
]]

EF̃
=
∑

c∈C

[[
PE,cGRAD(p),H

EcF̃c

λ PE,cGRAD(q)
]]

EcF̃c
=
∑

c∈C

[[
PV,c(p),PV,c(q)

]]
mfd

c
,

so that the vertex-based scheme (39) fits the general form of nodal MFD schemes. We now verify that the
bilinear form (40) verifies the two abstract properties identified in [8] for the convergence of nodal MFD
schemes.

Proposition 3.1. Let HEcF̃c

λ satisfy, for all c ∈ C, the design properties (A1v) and (A2v). Then, the two

properties [8, Eqs. (5.14)-(5.15)] hold for the bilinear form
[[
·, ·
]]
mfd

c
.

Proof. Property [8, Eq. (5.14)] is a direct consequence of (A1v). To verify [8, Eq. (5.15)], let c ∈ C and let
r ∈ P1(c). Then, for all q ∈ Vc, letting RVc

(r) collect the degrees of freedom of r at local vertices, we obtain

[[
q,RVc

(r)
]]
mfd

c
=
[[
GRADc(q),H

EcF̃c

λ GRADc(RVc
(r))

]]
EcF̃c

=
[[
GRADc(q),H

EcF̃c

λ REc
(grad r)

]]
EcF̃c

=
[[
GRADc(q),RF̃c

(λ grad r)
]]
EcF̃c

=
∑

e∈Ec

∑

v∈Ve

ιv,eqv(λ grad r) · f̃
c
(e)

=
∑

v∈Vc

qv(λ grad r) ·
(

∑

e∈Ev∩Ec

ιv,ef̃ c(e)

)
,

where we have used (A2v) (since λ grad r is constant in c) and the definition of RF̃c
. For each v ∈ Vc, the

set of faces of the polyhedron c ∩ c̃(v) consists of the dual faces f̃c(e) for all e ∈ Ev ∩ Ec and of subfaces of
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those faces of c containing v. Let Fv,c collect such subfaces. For each f̂ ∈ Fv,c, let n̂f̂ ,c be the unit normal to

f̂ pointing outward c. Set f̂ :=
∫
f̂
n̂f̂ ,c. Then, it is easily verified that

∑
e∈Ev∩Ec

ιv,ef̃ c(e) =
∑
f̂∈Fv,c

f̂ . As a

result, [[
q,RVc

(r)
]]
mfd

c
=
∑

v∈Vc

∑

f̂∈Fv,c

qv(λ grad r) · f̂ ,

which is a specific form of [8, Eq. (5.15)] for a suitable integration formula on the faces of c.

4 Analysis of vertex-based schemes using gradient reconstruction

4.1 Construction of a dual barycentric mesh

•
xv−

•
xv+

!

xe
×

xf−
×

xf+
◦

xc

•
xv−

•
xv+

!

xe
×

xf−
×

xf+
◦

xc

Figure 4: Left: barycentric subdivision of a primal cell with an elementary subsimplex highlighted (xc is not
necessarily the barycenter of c); Right: elementary subvolume considered for the gradient reconstruction in
the Discrete Geometric Approach.

A dual barycentric mesh is built from a barycentric subdivision of the primal mesh defined as follows. Let
xe and xf denote, respectively, the barycenter of e ∈ E and f ∈ F. We assume that the primal faces are planar
and that they are star-shaped with respect to xf . Let xc denote an arbitrary point in c ∈ C such that c is
star-shaped with respect to xc. For all 1 ≤ k ≤ 3, given (k + 1) points {x0, . . . , xk}, s(x0, . . . , xk) denotes the
convex hull of these points (yielding, up to degenerate cases, a segment for k = 1, a triangle for k = 2, and a
tetrahedron for k = 3). For all c ∈ C, a barycentric subdivision of c consists of 4(#Ec) elementary subsimplices
defined, for all e ∈ Ec, as s(xv± , xe, xf± , xc) for v± ∈ Ve and f± ∈ Fe ∩Fc; see Figure 4 left. The choice of the
point xc is the only free parameter in a barycentric subdivision; when xc is the barycenter of c, the subdivision
is called fully barycentric. Once a barycentric subdivision of the primal mesh is chosen, the resulting dual
barycentric mesh is such that ṽ(c) := xc, ẽ(f) := ∪c∈Cf

s(xf , xc), f̃(e) := ∪f∈Fe
∪c∈Cf

s(xe, xf , xc), and

c̃(v) := ∪e∈Ev
∪f∈Fe

∪c∈Cf
s(xv, xe, xf , xc). With this construction, f̃c(e) := ∪f∈Fe∩Fc

s(xe, xf , xc) is the union
of two triangles, and c̃(v)∩c = ∪e∈Ev∩Ec

∪f∈Fe∩Fc
s(xv, xe, xf , xc) is the union of elementary subsimplices. The

elementary subsimplices allow one to build the simplicial submesh considered in assumption (M1). Following
Codecasa et al. [13, 14], since primal faces are planar, a dual barycentric mesh satisfies, for all c ∈ C,

∑

e∈Ec

f̃
c
(e)⊗ e =

∑

e∈Ec

e⊗ f̃
c
(e) = |c|Id, (41)

where

e :=

∫

e

τe, f̃
c
(e) :=

∫

f̃c(e)

ν f̃(e). (42)

4.2 Local gradient reconstruction and local discrete Hodge operator

For all primal cell c ∈ C, we consider a family of #Ec linearly independent functions ℓe,c : c → R3 spanning

a finite-dimensional space of vector-valued functions denoted PE(c) ⊂ [L2(c)]3. We introduce the local lifting
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operator

LEc
: Ec ∋ g 7−→ LEc

(g) :=
∑

e∈Ec

geℓe,c(x) ∈ PE(c). (43)

Functions in PE(c) are assumed to be sufficiently smooth so that the local reduction operator REc
can act

on them. Typically, functions in PE(c) are piecewise polynomials on a submesh of c composed of elemen-
tary subsimplices or aggregations thereof. We stress that the tangential component of these functions is not
necessarily continuous on the edges of this submesh lying inside c, so that, in general, PE(c) 6⊂ H(curl; c).
The requirements on the local reconstruction functions {ℓe,c}e∈Ec

are (see Codecasa and Trevisan [15] except
for (R2v)):

(R1v) [Unisolvence] For all e, e′ ∈ Ec,
∫
e′
ℓe,c(x) · τe′ = δe,e′ .

(R2v) [Stability] There is η > 0 such that, for all g ∈ Ec, η|||g|||22,Ec
≤ ||LEc

g||2L2(c)3 ≤ η−1|||g|||22,Ec
.

(R3v) [Partition of unity] For all x ∈ c,
∑
e∈Ec

ℓe,c(x)⊗ e = Id.

(R4v) [Geometric consistency] For all e ∈ Ec,
∫
c
ℓe,c(x) = f̃

c
(e).

As shown by Codecasa et al. [13, 14], the unisolvence property (R1v) is equivalent to

REc
LEc

= IdEc
. (44)

Moreover, the partition of unity property (R3v) is equivalent to the fact that, for all G constant in c,

LEc
REc

(G) = G. (45)

Finally, we observe that (41) is a necessary condition for (R3v) and (R4v) to hold simultaneously.

Definition 4.1. The local discrete Hodge operator is specified by its entries such that, for all e, e′ ∈ Ec,

(
H

EcF̃c

λ

)
e,e′

:=

∫

c

ℓe,c(x) · λ ℓe′,c(x). (46)

Owing to this definition, it is easily seen that

∀g1,g2 ∈ Ec,
[[
g1,H

EcF̃c

λ g2

]]
EcF̃c

=

∫

c

LEc
(g1) · λ LEc

(g2). (47)

Proposition 4.1. Let HEcF̃c

λ be defined by (46). Assume (R1v)–(R4v). Then, (A1v) and (A2v) hold.

Proof. It is readily verified that HEcF̃c

λ is SPD. The stability property in (A1v) results from (R2v) and (47).
Finally, let G be constant in c. Then, we infer, for all e ∈ Ec,

(
H

EcF̃c

λ REc
(G)
)
e
=

∫

c

ℓe,c(x) · λ LEc
REc

(G) =

∫

c

ℓe,c(x) · λG = f̃
c
(e) · λG =

(
RF̃c

(λG)
)
e
,

using (45) and (R4v) and the fact that λ is constant in c. This yields (A2v).

4.3 Examples

4.3.1 Diagonal discrete Hodge operator on Cartesian meshes

Consider a Cartesian mesh. Let c ∈ C. Consider a full barycentric subdivision of c; see §4.1. For all
e ∈ Ec, letting pcare,c := ∪v∈Ve

∪e′∈Ev∩Ec
∪f∈Fe′∩Fc

s(xv, xe′ , xf , xc) (composed of 12 elementary subsimplices),

we set ℓcare,c (x) := |e|−1τe if x ∈ pcare,c and ℓcare,c (x) := 0 otherwise. Then, properties (R1v)–(R4v) are easily
verified. Moreover, for isotropic conductivity, the local discrete Hodge operator defined by (46) is diagonal
and corresponds to (16).
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4.3.2 Whitney forms (edge finite elements) on tetrahedral meshes

Consider a tetrahedral mesh. Let c ∈ C. For all e ∈ Ec, set ℓ
whi

e,c (x) := ϕned

e
|c(x), where ϕned

e
is the lowest-order

Nédélec edge finite element function attached to e. Then, properties (R1v)–(R4v) are easily verified. The
vertex-based scheme (11) then coincides with the classical first-order Lagrange finite element approximation
on the primal mesh (up to a quadrature on the source term); see Bossavit [7, no 5].

4.3.3 Discrete Geometric Approach on polyhedral meshes

Consider a polyhedral mesh. Let c ∈ C. Consider a barycentric subdivision of c. For all e ∈ Ec, letting
pdgae,c := ∪v∈Ve

∪f∈Fe∩Fc
s(xv, xe, xf , xc) (composed of 4 elementary subsimplices, see Figure 4 right), we set,

following Codecasa et al. [13, 14],

∀e′ ∈ Ec, ℓdgae,c |pdga

e′,c
:=

f̃
c
(e)

f̃
c
(e) · e

δe,e′ +

(
Id−

f̃
c
(e′)⊗ e′

f̃
c
(e′) · e′

)
f̃
c
(e)

|c| , (48)

so that ℓdgae,c is piecewise constant on the submesh {pdgae′,c}e′∈Ec
of c. Properties (R1v), (R3v), and (R4v) are

shown in [15], while property (R2v) is readily verified using mesh regularity (in particular, |e||f̃c(e)| . e·f̃
c
(e)).

4.4 Global gradient reconstruction and discrete Hodge operator

The global gradient reconstruction operator LE : E → PE(C) is defined such that, for all g ∈ E ,

∀c ∈ C, LE(g)|c := LEc
(PE,c(g)). (49)

This operator maps onto the broken polynomial space PE(C) := {g ∈ [L2(c)]3; ∀c ∈ C, g|c ∈ PE(c)} which
is, in general, nonconforming, that is, PE(C) 6⊂ H(curl; Ω). Owing to (R1v), the tangential component of
LE(g) is single-valued on all primal edges e ∈ E, so that RE can act on LE(g), and, as a consequence of (44),
RELE = IdE . Moreover, as a consequence of (R2v), we infer, for all g ∈ E ,

η|||g|||22,E ≤ ||LE(g)||2L2(Ω)3 ≤ η−1|||g|||22,E . (50)

A consequence of (47) and the cellwise assembly of the discrete Hodge operator is

∀g1,g2 ∈ E ,
[[
g1,H

EF̃

λ g2

]]
EF̃

=

∫

Ω

LE(g1) · λ LE(g2). (51)

The vertex-based scheme (39) can then be recast in the functional form: Find p ∈ V such that
∫

Ω

LE(GRAD(p)) · λ LE(GRAD(q)) =
∫

Ω

sL0V(q), ∀q ∈ V, (52)

recalling the operator L0V defined in §3.3.2.

Proposition 4.2. The nonconforming approximation map AE := LERE : SE(Ω) → PE(C) is a projector, it
satisfies, for all piecewise constant G on the primal mesh,

AE(G) = G, (53)

and, for all g ∈ [H1(C)]3 ∩SE(Ω) which is curl-free, assuming that the barycentric subdivision satisfies (M1),

||g − AE(g)||L2(Ω)3 . hM||g||H1(C)3 . (54)

Proof. The map AE is a projector since AEAE = LE(RELE)RE = LERE = AE . Additionally, property (53) stems
from (45). Finally, let g ∈ [H1(C)]3 ∩ SE(Ω) be curl-free. Let G be the L2-orthogonal projection of g onto

[P0(C)]
3. Using the triangle inequality and (53), we obtain

||g − AE(g)||L2(Ω)3 ≤ ||g −G||L2(Ω)3 + ||AE(g −G)||L2(Ω)3 .

Clearly, ||g−G||L2(Ω)3 . hM||g||H1(C)3 . Moreover, owing to the upper bound in (50), we infer ||AE(g−G)||2L2(Ω)3 .
∑
c∈C

∑
e∈Ec

|f̃c(e)|
|e| |T1,e|2, where T1,e =

∫
e
(g −G) · τe has been bounded in the proof of Theorem 3.3.
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Corollary 4.1 (Error estimate on reconstructed gradient and flux). Let g be the exact gradient and φ the

exact flux. Let g be the discrete gradient and φ the discrete flux resulting from (11). Assume g, φ ∈ [H1(C)]3.
Assume that the barycentric subdivision satisfies (M1). Then, letting LF̃ (φ) := −λ LE(g),

||g − LE(g)||λ = ||φ− LF̃ (φ)||λ−1 . hM(λ
1/2
♯ ||g||H1(C)3 + λ

−1/2
♭ ||φ||H1(C)3). (55)

Proof. Since g − LE(g) = (g − AE(g)) + LE(RE(g)− g), we infer using (51),

||g − LE(g)||λ ≤ ||g − AE(g)||λ + |||RE(g)− g|||λ.

The first term on the right-hand side is estimated using (54), while the second term has been estimated in
Theorem 3.3. The estimate on the flux is straightforward owing to the definition of LF̃ .

4.5 Link with Approximate Gradient Schemes

Approximate Gradient Schemes have been introduced recently by Eymard et al. [23]. We first observe that (52)
matches the general form of [23, Eq. (1.2)] with the potential reconstruction L

0
V(p) ∈ L2(Ω) and the gradient

reconstruction LE(GRAD(p)) ∈ [L2(Ω)]3. The convergence analysis of Approximate Gradient Schemes hinges
on three properties (we adopt the terminology of [23]): The coercivity, stating that, there is C such that,
uniformly in hM,

max
q∈V\{0}

||L0V(q)||L2(Ω)

||LE(GRAD(q))||L2(Ω)3
≤ C, (56)

the strong consistency, stating that, for all ϕ ∈ H1
0 (Ω),

SM(ϕ) := min
q∈V

{
||L0V(q)− ϕ||L2(Ω) + ||LE(GRAD(q))− gradϕ||L2(Ω)3

}
→ 0 as hM → 0, (57)

and the dual consistency (or conformity), stating that, for all ψ ∈ H(div; Ω),

WM(ψ) := max
q∈V\{0}

1

||LE(GRAD(q))||L2(Ω)3

∣∣∣∣
∫

Ω

{
LE(GRAD(q)) · ψ + L

0
V(q) div(ψ)

}∣∣∣∣→ 0 as hM → 0. (58)

Proposition 4.3. Let H
EF̃

λ be defined by (51) with local reconstruction functions satisfying (R1v)–(R4v).
Then, (56), (57), and (58) hold with the first-order convergence rates SM(ϕ) . hM||ϕ||H1(Ω) and WM(ψ) .

(λ♯/λ♭)hM||ψ||H1(Ω)3 .

Proof. To prove (56), we use the discrete Poincaré inequality (36) and the lower bound in (50) yielding, for
all q ∈ V,

||L0V(q)||L2(Ω) = |||q|||2,V ≤ C2,2|||GRAD(q)|||2,E ≤ C2,2η
−1/2||LE(GRAD(q))||L2(Ω)3 .

To prove (57), it suffices by density [23, Lemma 2.5] to consider ϕ ∈ C∞
0 (Ω). We take q = RV(ϕ) so that,

owing to the commuting property of Lemma 2.1,

LE(GRAD(q)) = LE(GRAD(RV(ϕ))) = LERE(gradϕ) = AE(gradϕ),

whence we infer ||LE(GRAD(q))− gradϕ||L2(Ω)3 . hM||ϕ||H1(Ω) owing to Proposition 4.2. Moreover, the defini-

tion of L0V yields ||L0VRV(ϕ)− ϕ||L2(Ω) . hM||ϕ||H1(Ω), so that the same bound holds on SM(ϕ). To prove (58),

it suffices by density [23, Lemma 2.5] to consider ψ ∈ [C1(Ω)]3. We set g := −λ−1ψ. Then, for all q ∈ V , we
first observe that, owing to the definition of L0V and the commuting and adjunction properties of Lemmata 2.1
and 2.2, respectively, there holds

∫

Ω

L
0
V(q) div(ψ) =

[[
q,RC̃(div(ψ))

]]
VC̃

=
[[
q, D̃IV(RF̃ (ψ))

]]
VC̃

= −
[[
GRAD(q),RF̃ (ψ)

]]
EF̃
.

Hence,
∫

Ω

{
LE(GRAD(q)) · ψ + L

0
V(q) div(ψ)

}
=

∫

Ω

LE(GRAD(q)) · ψ −
[[
GRAD(q),RF̃ (ψ)

]]
EF̃

=

∫

Ω

LE(GRAD(q)) · λ(AE(g)− g)−
[[
GRAD(q), ⌊λ, R⌉(g)

]]
EF̃

=: T1 + T2,
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since ∫

Ω

LE(GRAD(q)) · λAE(g) =

∫

Ω

LE(GRAD(q)) · λ LE(RE(g)) =
[[
GRAD(q),HEF̃

λ RE(g)
]]

EF̃
.

Then, |T1|/||LE(GRAD(q))||L2(Ω)3 ≤ λ♯||g − AE(g)||L2(Ω)3 . λ♯hM||g||H1(C)3 ≤ (λ♯/λ♭)hM||ψ||H1(Ω)3 owing to
Proposition 4.2. Moreover, since the upper bound in (28) combined with the lower bound in (50) implies

|||g|||λ ≤ λ
1/2
♯ η−1||LE(g)||L2(Ω)3 for all g ∈ E , we obtain |T2| ≤ λ

1/2
♯ η−1||LE(GRAD(q))||L2(Ω)3 |||⌊λ, R⌉(g)|||λ−1 , and

the last factor has been estimated in Theorem 3.3, yielding the desired bound on WM(ψ).

4.6 L
2-error estimate

For simplicity, we assume in this section that λ is the identity tensor. Moreover, we assume a fully barycentric

subdivision. The proof of our L2-error estimate hinges on the existence of a conforming potential reconstruction
with suitable properties. The proof of Lemma 4.1 is postponed to Appendix B.

Lemma 4.1. Assume a fully barycentric subdivision satisfying (M1) and planar primal faces. Then, there
exists a potential reconstruction operator LconfV built from local operators LconfVc

by setting L
conf
V |c := L

conf
Vc

for all
c ∈ C and satisfying the following properties:

(i) (Conformity) L
conf
V : V → H1

0 (Ω);

(ii) (Unisolvence) RVL
conf
V = IdV ;

(iii) (Stability) For all c ∈ C and all p ∈ Vc, ||LconfVc
(p)||L2(c) . |||p|||2,Vc

(where |||p|||22,Vc
=
∑
v∈Vc

|c∩ c̃(v)||pv|2)
and ||grad(LconfVc

(p))||L2(c)3 . |||GRAD(p)|||2,Ec
;

(iv) (P1-consistency) For all c ∈ C and all P ∈ P1(c), there holds A
conf
Vc

(P ) = P with A
conf
Vc

:= L
conf
Vc

RVc
;

(v) (Geometric consistency) For all p ∈ V, LconfV (p) and L
0
V(p) (defined in §3.3.2) have the same mean-value

on primal cells, and the same property holds for grad(LconfV (p)) and LE(GRAD(p)).

Proposition 4.4. Assume a conforming potential reconstruction with properties of Lemma 4.1. Then, there
holds, for all ζ ∈ H2(Ω), ||grad(ζ)− grad(Aconf

V (ζ))||L2(Ω)3 . hM||ζ||H2(Ω).

Proof. The estimate is proved locally on each primal cell using Lemma 4.1(iii) and (iv). Adding and subtracting
the gradient of the L2-orthogonal projection of ζ on P1(c), say π1,c(ζ), using the triangle inequality and local
stability yields ||grad(ζ)− grad(Aconf

V (ζ))||L2(c)3 . hc||grad(ζ)||H1(c)3 + |||REc
(grad(ζ −π1,c(ζ)))|||2,Ec

and the last
term is bounded by hc||grad(ζ)||H1(c)3 as in the proof of Theorem 3.3.

We can now turn to the main result of this section.

Theorem 4.1. Assume that the model problem (1) with λ = Id has elliptic regularity. Assume s ∈ H1(Ω).
Let p be the exact potential and let p be the discrete potential resulting from (11). Assume a fully barycentric
subdivision satisfying (M1) and planar primal faces. Then,

||p− L
conf
V (p)||L2(Ω) . h2M. (59)

Proof. Let ζ ∈ H2(Ω) ∩ H1
0 (Ω) solve the model problem (1) with source p − L

conf
V (p). Let g be the exact

gradient, g the discrete gradient, and gζ the gradient of ζ. Integrating by parts yields ||p − L
conf
V (p)||2L2(Ω) =∫

Ω
(g − grad(LconfV (p))) · gζ so that (recalling the approximation operator AE = LERE)

||p− L
conf
V (p)||2L2(Ω) =

∫

Ω

(g − LE(g)) · (gζ − AE(g
ζ)) +

∫

Ω

(g − LE(g)) · AE(g
ζ)

+

∫

Ω

(LE(g)− grad(LconfV (p))) · gζ := T1 + T2 + T3.

The Cauchy–Schwarz inequality together with the bounds (54) and (55) yields |T1| . h2M||g||H1(Ω)3 ||gζ ||H1(Ω)3 .

Moreover, setting ζ = RV(ζ) and gζ = GRAD(ζ) = RE(g
ζ) so that AE(g

ζ) = LE(g
ζ), we obtain

T2 =

∫

Ω

g · (LE(gζ)− grad(LconfV (ζ))) +

∫

Ω

g · grad(LconfV (ζ))−
∫

Ω

LE(g) · LE(gζ).
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Using the variational form for the exact and discrete potentials and setting A
0
V := L

0
VRV while recalling that

A
conf
V = L

conf
V RV , we infer

T2 =

∫

Ω

g · (LE(gζ)− grad(LconfV (ζ))) +

∫

Ω

s (Aconf
V (ζ)− A

0
V(ζ)) := T2,1 + T2,2.

To bound T2,1, we use Lemma 4.1(v) to subtract from g its mean-value on each primal cell yielding |T2,1| .
hM||g||H1(Ω)3 ||LE(gζ)− grad(LconfV (ζ))||L2(Ω)3 , and the last factor is bounded as

||LE(gζ)− grad(LconfV (ζ))||L2(Ω)3 ≤ ||gζ − AE(g
ζ)||L2(Ω)3 + ||gζ − grad(LconfV (ζ))||L2(Ω)3

= ||gζ − AE(g
ζ)||L2(Ω)3 + ||grad(ζ)− grad(Aconf

V (ζ))||L2(Ω)3 . hM||gζ ||H1(Ω)3 ,

owing to the approximation properties of AE (Proposition 4.2) and A
conf
V (Proposition 4.4). The term T2,2 is

bounded similarly: owing to Lemma 4.1(v), the mean-value of s can be subtracted from s on each primal cell,
so that using the regularity of s yields |T2,2| . hM||s||H1(Ω)||Aconf

V (ζ)− A
0
V(ζ)||L2(Ω). We add and subtract ζ in

the last term on the right-hand side, use the triangle inequality together with the fact that Aconf
V (ζ) and A

0
V(ζ)

both approximate ζ to first-order in the L2-norm to infer |T2,2| . h2M||s||H1(Ω)||ζ||H2(Ω). Turning to T3, using

again Lemma 4.1(v) yields |T3| . hM||gζ ||H1(Ω)3 ||LE(g)− grad(LconfV (p))||L2(Ω)3 , and by the triangle inequality

||LE(g)− grad(LconfV (p))||L2(Ω)3 ≤ ||LE(g)− g||L2(Ω)3 + ||grad(p)− grad(Aconf
V (p))||L2(Ω)3

+ ||grad(LconfV (RV(p)− p))||L2(Ω)3 .

The first term on the right-hand side is bounded using (55), the second using the approximation properties of
A
conf
V , and the third using Lemma 4.1(iii) and Theorem 3.3. Finally, collecting the above bounds and using

elliptic regularity so that ||ζ||H2(Ω) + ||gζ ||H1(Ω)3 . ||p− L
conf
V (p)||L2(Ω) yields the desired L2-error estimate.

Remark 4.1 (Conforming gradient reconstruction). It is possible to define a conforming gradient reconstruction
of discrete gradients by setting L

conf
E (GRAD(p)) = grad(LconfV (p)) for all p ∈ V (we only define this operator on

the subspace GRAD(V) and not on the whole space E). It is readily seen that LconfE : GRAD(V) → H(curl; Ω)
with zero tangential component on the boundary (conformity), REL

conf
E = IdE on GRAD(V) (unisolvence),

||LconfE (g)||L2(Ω)3 . |||g|||2,E for all g = GRAD(p) (stability), Aconf
E := L

conf
E RE leaves invariant the gradients of

piecewise affine functions on primal cells (restricted P0-consistency), and L
conf
E (g) has the same mean-value on

primal cells as LE(g) for all g = GRAD(p) (geometric consistency).

5 Cell-based schemes

This section deals with the design and analysis of the cell-based scheme (15), first under an algebraic viewpoint
and then using local flux reconstruction on a dual barycentric mesh. Our theoretical results are similar to
those derived in §3 and §4; most proofs are omitted since they hinge on an adaptation of the previous ones.

5.1 Analysis: algebraic viewpoint

5.1.1 Consistency error

p ∈ S�V
(Ω) g ∈ S�E

(Ω) φ ∈ SF (Ω) s ∈ SC(Ω)grad div−λ

p ∈ �V g ∈ �E φ ∈ F s ∈ C�GRAD DIV−H
F �E

λ−1

R�V D4 R�E D5 RF D6 RC

Figure 5: Tonti diagrams for the exact problem and the cell-based scheme (15).
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For the cell-based scheme (15), the Tonti diagram is shown in Figure 5. The diagrams D4 and D6 are
commutative, but this is (in general) not the case for D5. Since the operator HFẼ

λ−1 is, by construction, SPD,

we can redefine the discrete energy and complementary energy norms such that, for all g ∈ Ẽ and all φ ∈ F ,

|||g|||2λ :=
[[
g, (HFẼ

λ−1)−1(g)
]]
ẼF
, |||φ|||2λ−1 :=

[[
H

FẼ

λ−1(φ),φ
]]

ẼF
, (60)

and the basic error bound of Lemma 3.1 becomes

max(|||RẼ(g)− g|||λ, |||RF (φ)− φ|||λ−1) ≤ |||⌊λ−1, R⌉(φ)|||λ, (61)

where ⌊λ−1, R⌉ := H
FẼ

λ−1RF − RẼλ
−1 is the commuting operator for diagram D5 of Figure 5.

5.1.2 Local discrete Hodge operator

The discrete Hodge operator H
FẼ

λ−1 is built by assembling local discrete Hodge operators attached to primal

cells. Let c ∈ C and consider the sets Fc := {f ∈ F; f ⊂ ∂c}, collecting the primal faces of c, and Ẽc :=

{ẽc(f) := ẽ(f) ∩ c; f ∈ Fc}, collecting the dual subedges of c. The local de Rham maps RẼc
: SẼ(c) → Ẽc and

RFc
: SF (c) → Fc are such that, for all f ∈ Fc, (RẼc

(g))ẽc(f) :=
∫
ẽc(f)

g ·τ ẽc(f) and (RFc
(φ))f :=

∫
f
φ ·νf where

τ ẽc(f) is consistently oriented by the fixed unit normal νf to f . The assembly of the operator HFẼ

λ−1 takes the

form H
FẼ

λ−1 =
∑
c∈C P

∗
F,cH

FcẼc

λ−1 PF,c, with local discrete Hodge operators HFcẼc

λ−1 : Fc → Ẽc, while PF,c : F → Fc
is the (full-rank) map from global to local degrees of freedom on faces and P

∗
F,c its adjoint. The two properties

to be satisfied by the local discrete Hodge operators HFcẼc

λ−1 are the following: For all c ∈ C,

(A1c) [Stability] HFcẼc

λ−1 is symmetric positive definite, and there is η > 0 such that, for all φ ∈ Fc,

ηλ−1
♯,c |||φ|||22,Fc

≤
[[
H

FcẼc

λ−1 (φ),φ
]]
ẼcFc

≤ η−1λ−1
♭,c |||φ|||

2
2,Fc

, |||φ|||22,Fc
:=
∑

f∈Fc

|f ||ẽc(f)|
(
φf

|f |

)2

. (62)

(A2c) [P0-consistency] Introducing the local commuting operator ⌊λ−1, R⌉c := H
FcẼc

λ−1 RFc
− RẼc

λ−1, there

holds, for all Φ constant in c, ⌊λ−1, R⌉c(Φ) = 0.

The tighter error bound of Lemma 3.2 becomes

max(|||RẼ(g)− g|||λ, |||RF (φ)− φ|||λ−1) ≤ inf
Φ∈[P0(C)]3

{
∑

c∈C

|||⌊λ−1, R⌉c((φ− Φ)|c)|||2λ,c

}1/2

. (63)

As for the vertex-based scheme, if the exact solution turns out to be piecewise affine on the primal mesh, the
solution of the cell-based scheme is the image by the de Rham map of the exact solution.

5.1.3 Discrete functional analysis and discrete stability

To allow for more generality, we consider in this section an arbitrary dimension d > 1. For a real number
1 ≤ p < +∞, we define the following discrete norms: for all p ∈ Ṽ and all g ∈ Ẽ ,

|||p|||p
p,Ṽ

:=
∑

c∈C

|c||pṽ(c)|p, |||g|||p
p,Ẽ

:=
∑

c∈C

∑

f∈Fc

|f ||ẽc(f)|
( |gẽ(f)|
|ẽ(f)|

)p
. (64)

For all p ∈ Ṽ, L0
Ṽ
(p) is piecewise constant on the primal mesh with L

0
Ṽ
(p)|c = pṽ(c), and extended by zero

outside Ω. Then, similarly to Theorem 3.1, there holds ||L0
Ṽ
(p)||BV ≤

√
d|||G̃RAD(p)|||1,Ẽ . The counterpart of

Theorem 3.2 hinges, similarly to (30), on the existence of γ̃ > 0 such that, for all ṽ ∈ Ṽ,

γ̃
∑

ẽ∈Ẽṽ

|ẽ||f(ẽ)| ≤ |c(ṽ)|. (65)

Recall that the discrete operator G̃RAD explicitly accounts for the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition
on dual edges touching the boundary.
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Theorem 5.1 (Discrete Sobolev embedding). Let d > 1. Let 1 ≤ p < +∞. Assume (65). Then, for all q as

in Theorem 3.2, there is C̃p,q such that, for all p ∈ Ṽ, |||p|||q,Ṽ ≤ C̃p,q|||G̃RAD(p)|||p,Ẽ . In particular, the choice
p = q = 2 leads to the discrete Poincaré inequality

|||p|||2,Ṽ ≤ C̃2,2|||G̃RAD(p)|||2,Ẽ . (66)

A simple consequence of the discrete Poincaré inequality is the stability of the cell-based scheme. Indeed,

let (p,φ) ∈ Ṽ × F solve (15). Then, since |||G̃RAD(p)|||2,Ẽ . (ηλ♭)
−1/2|||φ|||λ−1 , there holds

|||φ|||λ−1 ≤ (ηλ♭)
−1/2C̃2,2||s||L2(Ω), |||p|||2,Ṽ ≤ ηλ♭(C̃2,2)

2||s||L2(Ω). (67)

5.1.4 Convergence rate for smooth solutions

Theorem 5.2 (Convergence rate for smooth solutions). Let g be the exact gradient and φ the exact flux. Let

g be the discrete gradient and φ the discrete flux resulting from (15). Assume g, φ ∈ [H1(C)]3. Assume the
meshes satisfy (M1). Let hM denote the maximal diameter of primal cells. Then,

max(|||RẼ(g)− g|||λ, |||RF (φ)− φ|||λ−1) . hM(λ
1/2
♯ ||g||H1(C)3 + λ

−1/2
♭ ||φ||H1(C)3). (68)

5.2 Analysis based on flux reconstruction

As in §4.1, we assume planar primal faces that are star-shaped with respect to their barycenter and consider a
dual barycentric mesh. Letting f :=

∫
f
νf and ẽc(f) :=

∫
ẽc(f)

τ ẽ(f), the counterpart of (41) is
∑
f∈Fc

ẽc(f)⊗f =∑
f∈Fc

f ⊗ ẽc(f) = |c|Id.

5.2.1 Local flux reconstruction and local discrete Hodge operator

Let c ∈ C. We consider a family of #Fc linearly independent functions ℓf,c : c → R3 spanning a finite-

dimensional space of vector-valued functions denoted PF (c) ⊂ [L2(c)]3. We introduce the local lifting operator

LFc
: Fc ∋ φ 7−→ LFc

(φ) :=
∑

f∈Fc

φf ℓf,c(x) ∈ PF (c). (69)

Functions in PF (c) are assumed to be sufficiently smooth so that the local reduction operator RFc
can act

on them. Typically, functions in PF (c) are piecewise polynomials on a submesh of c composed of elementary
subsimplices or aggregations thereof; we stress that the normal component of these functions is not necessarily
continuous across the faces of this submesh lying inside c, so that, in general, PF (c) 6⊂ H(div; c). The
requirements on the local reconstruction functions {ℓf,c}f∈Fc

are:

(R1c) [Unisolvence] For all f, f ′ ∈ Fc,
∫
f ′ ℓf,c(x) · νf ′ = δf,f ′ .

(R2c) [Stability] There is η > 0 such that, for all φ ∈ Fc, η|||φ|||22,Fc
≤ ||LFc

(φ)||2L2(c)3 ≤ η−1|||φ|||22,Fc
.

(R3c) [Partition of unity] For all x ∈ c,
∑
f∈Fc

ℓf,c(x)⊗ f = Id.

(R4c) [Geometric consistency] For all f ∈ Fc, there holds
∫
c
ℓf,c(x) = ẽc(f).

As shown by Codecasa et al. [13, 14], (R1c) is equivalent to RFc
LFc

= IdFc
, and (R3c) to the fact that,

for all Φ constant in c, LFc
RFc

(Φ) = Φ.

Definition 5.1. The local discrete Hodge operator is defined by specifying its entries such that, for all f, f ′ ∈
Fc, (

H
FcẼc

λ−1

)
f,f ′

:=

∫

c

λ−1ℓf,c(x) · ℓf ′,c(x). (70)

Proposition 5.1. Let HFcẼc

λ−1 be defined by (70). Assume (R1c)–(R4c). Then, (A1c) and (A2c) hold.
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5.2.2 Examples

On Cartesian meshes, one possibility is to set, for all c ∈ C (with fully barycentric subdivision) and all f ∈ Fc,
ℓcarf,c (x) := |f |−1νf on pcarf,c := ∪v∈Vf

∪e∈Ev∩Ec
∪f ′∈Fe∩Fc

s(xv, xe, xf ′ , xc) and ℓcarf,c (x) := 0 otherwise. Then,
properties (R1c)–(R4c) are easily verified. Moreover, for isotropic conductivity, the local discrete Hodge
operator defined by (70) is diagonal and corresponds to (17).

On tetrahedral meshes, one possibility is to set, for all c ∈ C and all f ∈ Fc, ℓ
whi

f,c (x) := ϕrtn

f
|c(x), where

ϕrtn

f
is the lowest-order Raviart–Thomas–Nédélec finite element function attached to f . Properties (R1c)–

(R4c) are easily verified. The cell-based scheme (15) coincides with the classical lowest-order mixed finite
element approximation on the primal mesh.

×

xf
◦

xc

•
xv−

•
xv+

!xe

×

xf
◦

xc

Figure 6: Left: elementary subvolume considered for the flux reconstruction in the Discrete Geometric Ap-
proach; Right: elementary subvolume considered for the conforming potential reconstruction in Section B.1.

On polyhedral meshes, one possibility is to use the Discrete Geometric Approach of Codecasa et al. [13, 14].
Let c ∈ C with barycentric subdivision. For all f ∈ Fc, let p

dga

f,c := ∪v∈Vf
∪e∈Ev∩Ef

s(xv, xe, xf , xc) (the pyramid
of base f and apex xc, see Figure 6 left), and set

∀f ′ ∈ Fc, ℓdgaf,c |pdga

f′,c
:=

ẽc(f)

ẽc(f) · f
δf,f ′ +

(
Id−

ẽc(f
′)⊗ f ′

ẽc(f
′) · f ′

)
ẽc(f)

|c| , (71)

so that ℓdgaf,c is piecewise constant on the submesh {pdgaf ′,c}f ′∈Fc
of c. Properties (R1c), (R3c), and (R4c) are

shown in [15], while property (R2c) is readily verified using mesh regularity.

5.2.3 Global flux reconstruction and discrete Hodge operator

The global flux reconstruction operator LF : F → PF (C) ⊂ [L2(Ω)]3 is defined such that, for all φ ∈ F ,
LF (φ)|c := LFc

(PF,c(φ)) for all c ∈ C. This operator maps onto the broken polynomial space PF (C) := {φ ∈
[L2(c)]3; ∀c ∈ C, φ|c ∈ PF (c)} which is, in general, nonconforming in H(div; Ω). Owing to (R1c), the normal
component of LF (φ) is single-valued across all primal faces f ∈ F, so that RF can act on LF (φ), and there
holds RFLF = IdF . The discrete Hodge operator is such that

∀φ1,φ2 ∈ F ,
[[
H

FẼ

λ−1(φ1),φ2

]]
ẼF

=

∫

Ω

λ−1
LF (φ1) · LF (φ2). (72)

The nonconforming approximation map AF := LFRF : SF (Ω) → PF (C) is a projector, it satisfies, for all
piecewise constant Φ on the primal mesh, AF (Φ) = Φ, and, for all φ ∈ [H1(C)]3 ∩ SF (Ω), assuming that the
barycentric subdivision satisfies (M1), there holds

||φ− AF (φ)||L2(Ω)3 . hM||φ||H1(C)3 . (73)

Corollary 5.1 (Error estimate on reconstructed gradient and flux). Let g be the exact gradient and φ the

exact flux. Let g be the discrete gradient and φ the discrete flux resulting from (15). Assume g, φ ∈ [H1(C)]3.
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Assume that the barycentric subdivision satisfies (M1). Then, letting LẼ(g) := −λ−1
LF (φ),

||g − LẼ(g)||λ = ||φ− LF (φ)||λ−1 . hM(λ
1/2
♯ ||g||H1(C)3 + λ

−1/2
♭ ||φ||H1(C)3). (74)

5.2.4 L2-error estimate

For simplicity, we assume in this section that λ is the identity tensor. Moreover, we assume a fully barycentric

subdivision. The proof of our L2-error estimate proceeds somewhat differently than that for the vertex-
based scheme; herein, we consider a conforming flux reconstruction. Let LC : C → L2(Ω) reconstruct piecewise
constant functions on the primal mesh with LC(s)|c = |c|−1sc for all c ∈ C and for all s ∈ C; clearly RCLC = IdC .

Lemma 5.1. Assume a fully barycentric subdivision satisfying (M1) and planar primal faces. Then, there
exists a conforming flux reconstruction operator LconfF built from local operators LconfFc

by setting L
conf
F |c := L

conf
Fc

for all c ∈ C and satisfying the following properties:

(i) (Conformity) L
conf
F : F → H(div; Ω), div(LconfF (φ)) = LC(DIV(φ)) for all φ ∈ F ;

(ii) (Unisolvence) RFL
conf
F = IdF ;

(iii) (Stability) For all c ∈ C and all φ ∈ Fc, ||LconfFc
(φ)||L2(c)3 . |||φ|||2,Fc

;

(iv) (P0-consistency) For all c ∈ C, the approximation map A
conf
Fc

:= L
conf
Fc

RFc
preserves piecewise constant

vector fields, so that, setting A
conf
F := L

conf
F RF , there holds ||φ − A

conf
F (φ)||L2(Ω)3 . hM||φ||H1(Ω)3 for all

φ ∈ [H1(Ω)]3 ∩ SF (Ω);

(v) (Geometric consistency) For all φ ∈ F , LF (φ) and L
conf
F (φ) have the same mean-value on primal cells.

The proof is sketched in Appendix B. We now turn to the main result of this section; note that the L2-error
estimate is established with respect to the mean-value of the exact potential on primal cells, as is classical in
mixed finite element and cell-centered finite volume schemes.

Theorem 5.3. Assume that the model problem (1) with λ = Id has elliptic regularity. Assume s ∈ H1(Ω).
Let p be the exact potential and let p be the discrete potential resulting from (15). Assume a fully barycentric
subdivision satisfying (M1) and planar primal faces. Recall L0

Ṽ
from §5.1.3. Then,

||LCRC(p)− L
0
Ṽ
(p)||L2(Ω) . h2M. (75)

Proof. Let ζ ∈ H2(Ω) ∩H1
0 (Ω) solve the model problem (1) with source LCRC(p)− L

0
Ṽ
(p). Let φ be the exact

flux, φ the discrete flux, and φζ the flux of ζ. Observing that LCRC(p)|c = |c|−1
∫
c
p, we infer

||LCRC(p)− L
0
Ṽ
(p)||2L2(Ω) =

∫

Ω

(p− L
0
Ṽ
(p))LC(RC(div φ

ζ)) =

∫

Ω

φ · Aconf
F (φζ)−

∫

Ω

LF (φ) · AF (φ
ζ),

since LC(RC(div φ
ζ)) = LC(DIV(RF (φ

ζ))) = div(LconfF (RF (φ
ζ))) = div(Aconf

F (φζ)) so that
∫
Ω
pLC(RC(div φ

ζ)) =
∫
Ω
φ · Aconf

F (φζ) using integration by parts, and since, using the adjunction of G̃RAD and DIV, the fact that

G̃RAD(p) = −H
FẼ

λ−1(φ), and the definition (72) of HFẼ

λ−1 ,
∫

Ω

L
0
Ṽ
(p)LC(RC(div φ

ζ)) =
[[
p,RC(div φ

ζ)
]]

ṼC
=
[[
p,DIV(RF (φ

ζ))
]]

ṼC
=

∫

Ω

LF (φ) · AF (φ
ζ).

As a result,

||LCRC(p)− L
0
Ṽ
(p)||2L2(Ω) = −

∫

Ω

(φ− LF (φ)) · (φζ − AF (φ
ζ)) +

∫

Ω

(φ− L
conf
F (φ)) · φζ

+

∫

Ω

(LconfF − LF )(φ) · φζ +
∫

Ω

φ · (Aconf
F − AF )(φ

ζ) := T1 + T2 + T3 + T4.

T1 is bounded using (74) and (73). Using integration by parts, Lemma 5.1(i) and the cell-based scheme (15),

T2 =

∫

Ω

div(φ− L
conf
F (φ))ζ =

∫

Ω

(div φ− LC(DIV(φ)))ζ =

∫

Ω

(s− LCRC(s))ζ =

∫

Ω

(s− LCRC(s))(ζ − L
0
Ṽ
RṼ(ζ)),

which is easily bounded since s ∈ H1(Ω). Finally, T3 and T4 are bounded as in the proof of Theorem 4.1.
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6 Numerical results

We investigate numerically the vertex-based scheme (11). The discrete Hodge operator is built using the Dis-
crete Geometric Approach of §4.3.3. We observe that on simplicial meshes, the Discrete Geometric Approach
leads to the same stiffness matrix as Whitney forms. We consider the first test case of the FVCA benchmark
[24]. The domain Ω is the unit cube [0, 1]

3
, and the exact potential and the conductivity are

p(x, y, z) := 1 + sin(πx) sin

(
π

(
y +

1

2

))
sin

(
π

(
z +

1

3

))
, λ :=




1 0.5 0
0.5 1 0.5
0 0.5 1


 . (76)

The source term and the Dirichlet boundary condition are set according to (76). The integral of the source
term is computed by a quadrature rule on the elementary subsimplices of each primal cell. Since the linear
system is SPD by construction, a preconditioned Conjugate Gradient method is employed.

(a) nsys = 1800 (b) nsys = 15200 (c) nsys = 311 (d) nsys = 3119

Figure 7: Two examples of prismatic meshes with polygonal basis (left) and of checkerboard meshes (right).

Two sequences of 3D polyhedral meshes are tested, each family consisting of successive uniform refinements
of an initial mesh. The first mesh sequence contains prismatic meshes with polygonal basis, and the second
checkerboard meshes. Examples are shown in Figure 7. Checkerboard meshes constitute a classical example
of so-called non-matching meshes. For each mesh in both sequences, we compute three regularity criteria

Γ1 := min
c∈C

(
e · f̃

c
(e)

|e||f̃c(e)|

)
, Γ2 := min

c∈C

(
min
e∈Ec

(
|f̃c(e)|
|e|hc

,
|e|hc
|f̃c(e)|

))
, Γ3 := min

v∈V

(
|c̃(v)|∑

e∈Ev
|e||f̃(e)|

)
, (77)

the latter resulting from (30). Γ1 evaluates how non-orthogonal the mesh is; Γ1 = 1 means an orthogonal
mesh. Γ2 evaluates aspect ratios of primal and dual mesh entities. The smaller the value of the regularity
criteria, the weaker the mesh regularity.

For each mesh in both sequences, we report nsys, the size of the linear system (for a vertex-based scheme,
the number of primal vertices #V), the (average) stencil of the scheme (the number of non-zero entries divided
by the number of rows of the linear system) and the three following norms:

ercl2 :=
||p− L

conf
V (p)||L2(Ω)

||p||L2(Ω)
, ener :=

||g − LE(g)||λ
||g||λ

, enerd :=
|||RE(g)− g|||λ
|||RE(g)|||λ

, (78)

where p and g are the exact solution and gradient of (1), and p and g are the discrete potential and gradient
resulting from (11). The potential reconstruction is that of Lemma 4.1. Rates of convergence between mesh i

and mesh (i− 1) of a mesh sequence are computed by rate := −3 log
(

norm(i)
norm(i−1)

)
/ log

(
nsys(i)

nsys(i−1)

)
.

Results are reported in Tables 1 and 2 for the prismatic and checkerboard mesh sequences, respectively. For
the prismatic mesh sequence, the regularity criteria are Γ1 = 0.18, Γ2 = 0.14 and Γ3 = 0.0625 (for any mesh in
the sequence). The last linear system is solved in 144 iterations for a residual of 10−14. For the checkerboard
mesh sequence, the regularity criteria are Γ1 = 0.89, Γ2 = 0.14 and Γ3 = 0.16 (for any mesh in the sequence).
The last linear system is solved in 128 iterations for a residual of 10−14. Concerning convergence rates, we
observe that the results are in good agreement with the theoretical analysis. Indeed, we observe second-order
convergence rate for the potential L2-error and first-order convergence for the continuous and discrete energy
errors (with some super-convergence for the discrete energy error in the case of prismatic meshes).
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nsys stencil ercl2 rate ener rate enerd rate

1 800 32 8.3e-03 1.7e-01 2.6e-02
15 200 35 2.3e-03 1.8 8.6e-02 0.9 8.0e-03 1.7
52 200 37 1.0e-03 1.9 5.8e-02 1.0 3.9e-03 1.7
124 800 37 6.0e-04 1.9 4.4e-02 1.0 2.4e-03 1.7

Table 1: Results for prismatic meshes with polygonal basis.

nsys stencil ercl2 rate ener rate enerd rate

23 11 1.1e-01 5.2e-01 2.3e-01
311 27 2.9e-02 1.5 3.0e-01 0.6 8.7e-02 1.1

3 119 36 7.3e-03 1.8 1.5e-01 0.9 4.7e-02 0.8
27 743 41 1.8e-03 1.9 7.5e-02 0.9 2.5e-02 0.9
233 663 47 4.6e-04 1.9 3.8e-02 1.0 1.3e-02 0.9

Table 2: Results for checkerboard meshes.

Remark 6.1 (Alternative potential reconstruction). Let L1V(p) be piecewise affine on the submesh {pdgae,c }e∈Ec

defined in §4.3.3 with gradient given locally by LE(g)|pdga

e,c
and fix the value L

1
V(p)(v) := pv where v is one of

the endpoints of e (the choice of v is irrelevant). Then, our numerical experiments indicate that the difference
(p− L

1
V(p)) also converges to second-order in the L2-norm.

7 Conclusions

In this work, we have analyzed Compatible Discrete Operator schemes for elliptic problems. We have considered
both vertex-based and cell-based schemes. The cornerstone is the design of the discrete Hodge operator linking
gradients to fluxes, and whose key properties have been stated first under an algebraic viewpoint and then
using the idea of local (nonconforming) gradient reconstruction on a dual barycentric mesh. Links between the
compatible discrete operator approach and various existing schemes have been explored. The present approach
distinguishes the primal and dual meshes and handles the discrete gradient and divergence operators explicitly,
without recombining them with other operators. In the vertex-based (resp., cell-based) setting, the discrete
gradient is attached to the primal (resp., dual) mesh and the discrete divergence to the dual (resp., primal)
mesh. This contrasts with Mimetic Finite Difference (either nodal or cell-based) and Finite Volume schemes
which handle only one discrete differential operator explicitly (as already pointed out by Hiptmair [26]), and
also with Discrete Duality Finite Volume schemes (see, e.g., Domelevo and Omnes [19] and Andreianov et
al. [2]) which handle simultaneously the discrete gradient and divergence operators on both primal and dual
meshes, thus leading to larger discrete systems. Additional topics to be explored regarding elliptic problems
include hybridization of the cell-based scheme (in the spirit of hybrid Finite Volume schemes, see Eymard
et al. [22]), higher-order extensions of both schemes (e.g., by allowing more than constants in the kernel of
the relevant commuting operator), and extensive benchmarking to study the computational efficiency of the
approach.

A Proof of discrete Sobolev embedding

Let a real number 1 ≤ p < +∞. Let p ∈ V and set g := GRAD(p) ∈ E . We preliminarily observe that it
suffices to prove the bound (35) for q = p∗ := pd

d−p , since the bounds for 1 ≤ q < p∗ then result from the bound

for q = p∗ and the Hölder inequality (32).
The case p = 1. Set 1∗ = d

d−1 . A classical result (see, e.g., [22]) states that, for all v ∈ L1(Rd) with bounded

||·||BV-norm, there holds ||v||L1∗ (Rd) ≤ (2d)−1||v||BV. Hence, recalling the operator L0V introduced in §3.3.2 and
using Theorem 3.1, we infer

||L0V(p)||L1∗ (Rd) ≤ (2d)−1||L0V(p)||BV ≤ (2
√
d)−1|||g|||1,E .
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Since |||p|||1∗,V = ||L0V(p)||L1∗ (Rd), we infer the desired bound (35) for q = 1∗.

The case 1 < p < d. Let µ := p(d−1)
d−p > 1 and observe that p∗ = µ1∗. Let |p|µ denote the element of V

whose components are, for all v ∈ V, |pv|µ. Applying the above bound to |p|µ yields

|||p|||µp∗,V = ||||p|µ|||1∗,V ≤ (2
√
d)−1|||GRAD(|p|µ)|||1,E .

Let e ∈ E with vertices v1 and v2; since |GRAD(|p|µ)|e ≤ µ(|pv1 |µ−1 + |pv2 |µ−1)|ge|, we infer

|||GRAD(|p|µ)|||1,E ≤ µ
∑

c∈C

∑

e∈Ec

∑

v∈Ve

|f̃c(e)||e||pv|µ−1

( |ge|
|e|

)
.

Using the Hölder inequality leads to

|||GRAD(|p|µ)|||1,E ≤ µ

(
∑

c∈C

∑

e∈Ec

∑

v∈Ve

|f̃c(e)||e||pv|p
∗

)1/β

21/p|||g|||p,E ,

with β = p
p−1 so that β(µ− 1) = p∗. Rearranging the order of summations and using (30) yields

∑

c∈C

∑

e∈Ec

∑

v∈Ve

|f̃c(e)||e||pv|p
∗ ≤

∑

v∈V

∑

e∈Ev

|e||f̃(e)||pv|p
∗ ≤ γ−1|||p|||p

∗

p∗,V .

Combining the above bounds with the fact that µ = p∗

β + 1 yields the desired bound (35) for q = p∗ with the

constant (2
√
d)−1µ21/pγ−1+1/p.

The case d ≤ p. Let q1 > d and set p1 := dq1
d+q1

. There holds 1 < p1 < d and p∗1 = q1, so that

|||p|||q1,V ≤ Cp1,q1 |||g|||p1,E . Since p1 < d ≤ p, the right-hand side can be bounded by |||g|||p,E owing to the
inequality (32), whence the desired bound (35) for q1.

B Conforming reconstructions

B.1 Proof of Lemma 4.1

The conforming potential reconstruction is built as a piecewise affine function on a simplicial submesh of each
primal cell, similarly to Christiansen [11] or to Brezzi et al. [8], but the present construction is different since
additional properties related to geometric consistency must be fulfilled. Let c ∈ C. For all f ∈ Fc and all
e ∈ Ef ∩ Ec, let pe,f := ∪v∈Ve

s(xv, xe, xf , xc); pe,f is a simplex composed of two elementary subsimplices
(see Figure 6 right). Let Sc be the simplicial submesh of c composed of the simplices pe,f . Let p ∈ Vc; then,
rp := L

conf
Vc

(p) is built in P1(Sc) by prescribing its values on the vertices of Sc. Specifically, we set rp(xv) = pv
for all v ∈ Vc, and prescribe rp(xf ) for all f ∈ Fc and rp(xc) as follows:

∑

v∈Vf

|f ∩ c̃(v)|(pv − rp(xf )) = 0, ∀f ∈ Fc, (79a)

∑

v∈Vc

|c ∩ c̃(v)|(pv − rp(xc)) = 0. (79b)

Thus, LconfVc
(p) =

∑
v∈Vc

pvℓ
conf
v,c for basis functions {ℓconfv,c }v∈Vc

satisfying ℓconfv,c (v′) = δv,v′ for all v
′ ∈ Vc.

Lemma 4.1(i) and (ii) (conformity and unisolvence) hold by construction. Lemma 4.1(iii) (stability) can
be proved using mesh regularity. Lemma 4.1(iv) (P1-consistency) results from the fact that the barycenters of
the faces and of the cell satisfy

∑
v∈Vf

|f ∩ c̃(v)|(xv − xf ) = 0 for all f ∈ Fc and
∑
v∈Vc

|c∩ c̃(v)|(xv − xc) = 0

(this is where the fully barycentric subdivision is used). Finally, Lemma 4.1(v) (geometric consistency) results
from the fact that ∫

f

ℓconfv,c = |f ∩ c̃(v)|,
∫

c

ℓconfv,c = |c ∩ c̃(v)|.

These relations are verified directly by using vertex-based quadratures on the simplicial submesh. The identity∫
f
ℓconfv,c = |f ∩ c̃(v)| then implies that (recall that nf,c is the unit normal to f pointing outward c)

∫

c

grad(ℓconfv,c ) =
∑

f∈Fv∩Fc

|f ∩ c̃(v)|nf,c =
∑

e∈Ev∩Ec

ιv,ef̃ c(e),
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where we have used that the primal faces are planar. As a result, we infer, for all p ∈ V ,
∫
c
L
conf
V (p) =∑

v∈Vc
pv
∫
c
ℓconfv,c =

∑
v∈Vc

pv|c ∩ c̃(v)| =
∫
c
L
0
V(p), and

∫

c

grad(LconfV (p)) =
∑

v∈Vc

pv

∫

c

grad(ℓconfv,c ) =
∑

v∈Vc

pv

(
∑

e∈Ev∩Ec

ιv,ef̃ c(e)

)

=
∑

e∈Ec

(
∑

v∈Ve

ιv,epv

)
f̃
c
(e) =

∑

e∈Ec

(GRAD(p))e

∫

c

ℓe,c =

∫

c

LE(GRAD(p)),

owing to the geometric consistency (R4v) of the reconstruction functions ℓe,c.

B.2 Proof of Lemma 5.1

We take inspiration from a construction by Vohraĺık and Wohlmuth [34]. Let c ∈ C. For all f ∈ Fc and
all e ∈ Ef ∩ Ec, let pe,f be as in §B.1 and define the triangle te,f := pe,f ∩ f . Recalling Sc from §B.1, let
RTN0(Sc) be the lowest-order Raviart–Thomas–Nédélec finite element space on that submesh and let P∗

0(Sc)
be spanned by piecewise constant functions with zero mean-value on c. For all f ∈ Fc and all e ∈ Ef ∩Ec, we
build the function ℓe,f,c ∈ RTN0(Sc) by solving the mixed finite element problem

{
(ℓe,f,c, ψh)L2(c)3 − (πe,f,c, divψh)L2(c) = 0 ∀ψ

h
∈ RTN0,0(Sc),

(div ℓe,f,c, qh)L2(c) = (df,c, qh)L2(c), ∀qh ∈ P∗
0(Sc),

(80)

with prescribed normal component
∫
tf′,e′

ℓe,f,c · νf ′ := δe,e′δf,f ′ and prescribed (constant) divergence df,c :=

|c|−1ιf,c (observe that νf is constant in f since f is planar). In (80), RTN0,0(Sc) is the subspace of RTN0(Sc)
spanned by functions with zero normal component on ∂c, and πe,f,c ∈ P∗

0(Sc) is the Lagrange multiplier.
Then, for all f ∈ Fc, we set

ℓconff,c := |f |−1
∑

e∈Ef∩Ec

|te,f |ℓe,f,c, (81)

and, for all φ ∈ Fc, LconfFc
(φ) :=

∑
f∈Fc

φf ℓ
conf
f,c . Finally, LconfF is assembled elementwise from L

conf
Fc

.

Lemma 5.1(i) and (ii) are readily verified. Turning to point (v), it suffices to show that
∫
c
ℓconff,c = ẽc(f).

Let G ∈ R3. Since div(ℓe,f,c) is constant in c and xc is the barycenter of c (fully barycentric subdivision),
integration by parts yields

∫

c

ℓe,f,c ·G =

∫

c

ℓe,f,c · grad(G · (x− xc)) =
∑

f ′∈Fc

∫

f ′

(ℓe,f,c · νc)(G · (x− xc)) = ιf,cG · (xe,f − xc),

where xe,f is the barycenter of te,f . Summing over e ∈ Ef ∩ Ec using (81) yields the desired result since∑
e∈Ef∩Ec

|te,f |xe,f = |f |xf . Let now φ ∈ Fc. Then, by linearity, rφ := L
conf
Fc

(φ) is in RTN0(Sc) and solves

{
(rφ, ψh)L2(c)3 − (πφ, divψh)L2(c) = 0 ∀ψ

h
∈ RTN0,0(Sc),

(div rφ, qh)L2(c) = (dφ, qh)L2(c), ∀qh ∈ P∗
0(Sc),

with prescribed normal component
∫
tf,e

rφ · νf := φf (|te,f |/|f |) and prescribed (constant) divergence dφ :=

|c|−1
∑
f∈Fc

ιf,cφf . Classical stability estimates yield ||rφ||L2(c)3 . |||φ|||2,Fc
and, hence, point (iii). Finally,

to prove point (iv), it suffices to show that, if Φ is constant in c, letting φ := RFc
(Φ), there holds rφ = Φ.

First, using point (v) and the property of dual barycentric meshes that
∑
f∈Fc

ẽc(f) ⊗ f = |c|Id, we infer

|c|−1
∫
c
rφ = Φ so that ||Φ||L2(c)3 ≤ ||rφ||L2(c)3 . However, Φ is in RTN0(Sc) and satisfies the prescriptions on

the normal component and (constant) divergence. Since rφ minimizes the L2-norm in this space under these
constraints, we infer rφ = Φ. The proof is complete.
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